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In an era of rapid biodiversity loss, we have given very little thought to the philosophical, 
psychological, and aesthetic implications of extinction.  This essay draws from a larger 
project on the meaning of extinction in the context of new trends in animal studies by 
looking into the role new digital technologies play in documenting and possibly resurrecting 
animals from extinction.  Mass animal extinction is converging with “digital Darwinism” 
(Richard Dawkin’s phrase), which presents both opportunities and multiple dangers for 
scientists as well as artists who wish to use technology to stem biodiversity crash.  Artists and 
naturalist ecologists tend to use digital media technology to savor the feeling of last 
encounters, portraying the animals in melancholic tones.  They represent vanishing animals 
in tropes of finitude that are invested in humanist models of mourning and humanitarian 
action, courting NGOs and fundraising entities that support wildlife preservation.  Genetic 
scientists, on the other hand, see extinction as something that technology could render 
merely temporary.  Indeed, rather than expect that human behaviour will change and thereby 
prevent extinction from spiralling, geneticists such as Craig Venter and Betsy Dresser seek to 
bypass human institutions, friend or foe to the animals, and amass a database of dying 
species and “frozen zoos” in order to resurrect them when the technology allows.   But 
although extinction may be something one can engineer around (at least temporarily), we 
need to begin to consider the next effects of such science, including such issues as: the 
relation of capitalism to biodiversity, Jurassic Park fantasies, responsibility for digital life, 
preferential restocking of only favored species, the inevitable obsolescence of technology, 
and the possibility for digital data to be hoarded and hacked. 
 
Digital technology is already playing a crucial role in documenting species loss, as Ursula 
Heise has argued, pointing to the importance of databases and the IUCN red list.  My paper 
draws on this analysis to examine other aspects of digital technology, biotech, and new 
media, including narrative art works that imagine how research into artificial life would apply 
to species loss (Philip K. Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep being a famous early 
example, Atwood’s Oryx and Crake a more recent take).  With these technologies in mind, I 
also consider the philosophical implications of plasticity (Catherine Malabou) and artificial 
life theories of new media in their conceptualizations of the science and ethics of extinction.  
Biologically and philosophically, extinction is a rupture of being, a transition from being to 
nothingness.  But digitally, extinction can be deferred and mediated, making possible the 
persistence of speciation by other means.  What then is the ontology of extinction, now that 
we face the sixth mass extinction event but also witness the rise of digital Darwinism? 

 


